
  

  

Automating     the    Digital     World   
One  API  to  rule  the  world  -  wouldn’t  that  be  nice!  Legacy  technology  and  infrastructures  run  side  by  side  with                      
modern  applications  and  cloud  initiatives.  The  path  to  an  efficient  digital  strategy  is  leveraging  intelligent                 
automation   that   can   be   developed   quickly   and   has   the   ability   to   accelerate   and   secure   both   environments.   

Pliant’s  robust  workflow  automation  platform,  combined  with  F5’s  industry-leading  products,  allow  customers  to               
easily   deploy   and   manage   a   robust,   highly   available,   and   secure   application   infrastructure.   

  

  

  

  

Novel   Approach   

Pliant’s  low  code,  drag  and  drop  approach,  allows         
“citizen  developers”  to  quickly  build  workflows  to        
provide  automated  application  deployment  and      
security.  For  every  workflow  created  Pliant  provides  a         
RESTful  endpoint  from  which  executions  can  be        
remotely  triggered  making  ITSM  or  CI/CD  integration  of         
the   application   delivery   process   quick   and   efficient.   
Pliant  automation  quickly  configures  the  F5       
infrastructure  to  send  telemetry  and  security  data  to         
monitoring  systems  and  can  create  intelligent,       
automated  incident  responses,  acting  on  any  system        
enterprise-wide.   

  
  

  

  

Take   Full   Advantage   

Pliant’s  library  of  integrations  available  for  any  system         
allows  organizations  to  automate  their  application       
infrastructure  from  a  single  platform.  Accelerating  and        
securing  applications  with  F5,  Pliant  closes  the        
automation  loop.  Making  all  the  necessary       
infrastructure  changes  when  an  application      
performance   or   security   issue   has   been   detected.   



  

  

Some   of   the   Key   Features   /   Benefits   of   this   Solution   

  

  

  

FEATURES   BENEFITS   

Accelerate  the  deployment  and  configuration  of  your         

application   infrastructure   with   pre-defined   workflows   

Speed  the  delivery  of  a  fully  configured  application          

infrastructure   -   from   hours   to   minutes   

Application  deployment  made  easy  -  consistently        

deploy  and  accelerate  both  cloud-based  and        

on-premise   applications   with   the   same   technology   

Single  automation  platform  delivers  consistent       

application  acceleration  and  security  automation  -  in         

the   cloud   or   on-premises.     

Enable  enhanced  application  security  features       

simply   and   consistently   with   pre-built   workflows   

Secure  application  infrastructures  delivered      

consistently   on   both   F5   ASM   and   NGINX   

Telemetry  and  security  monitoring  configuration  in        

minutes   

Immediate  visibility  of  new  applications  made  simple         

-  Pliant  workflows  can  put  telemetry  and  security          

information  in  all  the  monitoring  and  governance        

systems   required   automatically.   

Immediate   Value   
Pliant  ships  with  pre-configured  workflows  designed  to        

address  application  infrastructure  configuration  tasks.      

These  curated  automation  workflows,  coupled  with  an        

industry-leading  drag-and-drop  workflow  builder,     

provide  a  unique  time  to  value  proposition  for         

customers  regardless  of  their  application  and       

infrastructure  deployment  and  monitoring     

requirements.   


